**Nikon Authorized Dealer**

- Instant Savings valid March 1 through March 28, 2015. 
- Instant Savings valid March 15 through March 28, 2015.
- Images are for illustrative purposes only. Performance may vary by model. Quantities limited to in-stock merchandise only. Nikon is not responsible for printing or typographical errors. 
- All prices are suggested retail price. Actual prices are determined by each dealer at the time of sale. All prices and specifications may vary by model. Quantities limited to in-stock merchandise only. Nikon is not responsible for printing or typographical errors. 
- Nikon reserves the right to change prices and specifications of its products without prior notice.

**NIKON D3000**
- 24.2 Megapixels
- Up to 5 frames per second
- EXPEED 4 image processing
- Body Only
- Was $469.95
- NOW! $499.95
- $300 Instant Savings

**NIKON D5000**
- 1080p full HD video
- Up to 6 frames per second
- NEW!
- Body Only
- Was $469.95
- NOW! $699.95
- $300 Instant Savings

**NIKON D5200**
- Easy share your photos with the optional WU-1a Mobile Adapter.
- Body Only
- Was $599.95
- NOW! $599.95
- $300 Instant Savings

**NIKON D5300**
- Easy share your photos with the optional WU-1a Mobile Adapter.
- Kit includes 18-140mm DX VR NIKKOR® image stabilized lens
- Was $1399.95
- NOW! $1099.95
- $300 Instant Savings

**NIKON D5500**
- Easy share your photos with the optional WU-1a Mobile Adapter.
- Kit includes 18-140mm DX VR NIKKOR® image stabilized lens
- Was $1599.95
- NOW! $1299.95
- $300 Instant Savings

**NIKON D7100**
- Easy share your photos with the optional WU-1a Mobile Adapter.
- Kit includes 18-105mm DX VR NIKKOR® image stabilized lens
- Was $2599.95
- NOW! $1999.95
- $600 Instant Savings

**NIKON D610**
- Body Only
- Was $2499.95
- NOW! $2499.95
- $150 Instant Savings

**COOLPIX P600**
- Easy share your photos with built-in Wi-Fi
- Was $499.95
- NOW! $399.95
- $100 Instant Savings

**NIKOR® LENS UNRIVALED EXCELLENCE.**

Buy the following lenses together with ANY Nikon D-SLR and receive the following Instant Savings.

**AF-S DX NIKKOR® 55-300mm f/4.5-5.6G ED VR Image Stabilized Lens**
- Was $399.95
- NOW! $249.95
- $150 Instant Savings
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Instant Savings valid March 1 through March 28, 2015.  †Instant Savings valid March 15 through March 28, 2015.  1For limitations regarding waterproof, shockproof and freeze-proof attributes of the COOLPIX AW120, go to http://nikonusa.com/aw120info. Images downloaded at:
Was $349.95 NOW! $249.95
Was $1349.95 NOW! $1049.95
Was $399.95 NOW! $299.95
Was $1399.95 NOW! $1099.95
Was $1599.95 NOW! $1299.95
Was $1899.95 NOW! $1799.95
Was $2499.95 NOW! $2199.95
Was $449.95 NOW! $349.95
Was $80 Instant Savings*
Was $150 Instant Savings*
Was $100 Instant Savings*
Was $300 Instant Savings*
Was $300 Instant Savings*
Was $300 Instant Savings*
Was $300 Instant Savings*

**All prices are suggested retail price. Actual selling offer is determined by each dealer at the time of sale. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Instant Savings Offers do not apply to any used, refurbished or reconditioned products.

Easily share your photos with built-in Wi-Fi®
Easily share your photos with the optional WU-1a Mobile Adapter.§
Easily share your photos with built-in Wi-Fi®§

COOLPIX, AW120

Easy share your photos with built-in Wi-Fi.

COOLPIX, P600

Easy share your photos with built-in Wi-Fi.